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Hillsborough Tragedy
Report reveals catastrophic failure by police
and institutional dishonesty at highest levels
This month has seen the best and the very worst of
police practice. Sadly two officers answering a routine
999 call were murdered. Their loss has, rightly, resulted
in a public outpouring of sympathy and anger in equal
measure.

The panel's 395 page report is a catastrophic indictment
of official failings and a total vindication of the
behaviour of the victims who perished, and of football
supporters who attended the match.

In the same month an Independent Panel presented
their findings into Britain's worst ever stadium disaster.
Ninety six people died and hundreds were injured in the
tragedy.

1

Important information was withheld from Lord
Justice Taylor who had previously been asked to
carry out a judicial inquiry into the events.

2

Lord Justice Taylor was right to conclude "the main
reason for the disaster was the failure of police
control” and that the Police and Press insistence
that this was not the case was misplaced.

3

Police statements presented to Lord Justice Taylor
were changed to delete criticism of police conduct
on the day, and to emphasise misbehaviour by
innocent supporters.

4

Of the 164 statements made by police officers and
identified for substantive amendment -‐ 116 were
altered or amended to remove comments
unfavourable to the police.

The panel examined over 450,000 official documents
relating to the disaster and concluded that the police
were guilty of institutional dishonesty and of covering
up the truth.
The fact that the panel, which was chaired by the
Bishop of Liverpool, James Jones, was able to do so was
due almost entirely to the heroic efforts of the family
and friends of those who died in this tragic disaster.
For more than 20 years they have laboured for the
truth. Their campaign is living proof that reasoned
argument, patience and persistence pays off.

The panel concluded:-‐

continued on back page
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We hope you like this bumper edition of
FACTion which has remained true to its
roots. Here you will find plenty of fact,
information, opinion and news.
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FACTion:
FACTion is produced at quarterly intervals at the national
committee's discretion and provided free of charge to
members.
The views contained in FACTion do not necessarily
represent the views of FACT or its national committee.
The editorial team welcomes articles for publication of
between 150 and 1500 words. These should be sent by
email to michael@factuk.org or by post to FACTion, PO
Box 15972, Solihull, B93 3GG
The editorial team reserve the right to edit any article or
letter sent for publication.
All submissions must be accompanied by the author's
name and address which, on request, may be withheld
from publication.
Contributors are reminded that FACTion is also published
on the internet and thereby is, potentially, available for
everyone to see and read.
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Richard Webster Memorial
Lecture
Your response to any of the articles
published here would be very welcome.
The next FACTion, which will be
probably be the last in this format, will
be published mid December when it is
hoped to announce plans for a new, and
possibly digital (electronic) version, of
FACTion.
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I have a hunch ....
The General Medical Council has issued doctors with
new advice on child protection urging them to report
any concerns they may have about a child/children's
safety to their superiors even if it just a hunch.
The guidance, Protecting Children And Young People:
The Responsibilities Of All Doctors, has been universally
welcomed by child protection and parent groups.
As with any guidance,
allowance has to be made
for the fact that it is
written for the most
inexperienced doctor as
well as the experienced.

sis, however provisional, or a referral, according to
some hunch or other but according to informed profes-‐
sional judgement. In no other profession would a mere
hunch be regarded as being sufficient reason to take ac-‐
tion. We would not expect justice to be dispensed on
the basis of a hunch. We do not expect teachers to im-‐
part knowledge based on a hunch -‐ neither should we
expect it from doctors.
Of course there maybe cir-‐
cumstances when a hunch
might be the first seed of an
informed opinion but it is no
substitute for a proper diag-‐
nosis.

Much of the report con-‐
tains a lot of common
sense. However some
doctors might question
whether or not the sec-‐
tion on patient confiden-‐
tiality is a further depar-‐
ture from the Hypocratic
Oath (ancient or modern)
which places an obliga-‐
tion on the doctors to re-‐
spect a patient's privacy.
The new guidelines state
that if, say, an adult in-‐
forms the doctor of any
condition which poten-‐
tially could lead to a child
being harmed it must be
immediately reported to
the authorities. Basically
if the doctor has a hunch
that possibly a child might
be at risk, even from poor parenting then it must be re-‐
ported. But where do you draw the line. Many parents
harm their children by over feeding them, or smoking.
Are they to be reported?
Parents who confide in their doctor about their mental
illness for example, are vulnerable to having this infor-‐
mation passed on to the authorities if the doctor's
hunch is that it might, just might, lead to a child being
harmed.
We pay for our doctors to be well trained and to carry
out their duties conscientiously and to the highest pro-‐
fessional standards. We expect them to use their judge-‐
ment wisely. We do not expect them to make a diagno-‐
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And what is the doctor to do
when a patient comes to
them and confides in him/
her that, for example, he has
an unhealthy interest in
child pornography, or has
thoughts of harming their
child. The patient knows he
has a problem and wants
medical help. Such patients
are unlikely to confide in
doctors if they fear that by
doing so they will be report-‐
ed to the authorities.
Trust is essential to any pa-‐
tient-‐doctor relationship. If
this breaks down patients
will not seek the help they
need and children will be
even more vulnerable to be-‐
ing harmed than they are
currently are.
I have a hunch that in time the GMC will need to review
some aspects of their advice and empower doctors to
make professional decisions based on informed opinion
rather than uninformed suspicion. Doctors should be
treated with respect not forced to abandon their train-‐
ing and common sense.
Protecting Children and Young People: the responsibili-‐
ties of all doctors is published by the British Medical As-‐
sociation and became operative on the 3rd September.
The guidance aims to help doctors to protect children
and young people who are living with their families or
living away from home, including those in the care of a
local authority.
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In Memory
It is with considerable sadness that we have learnt of the death of Nick Saltrese. Nick had been unwell
for many years with motor neurone disease -‐ an illness he faced with considerable courage and dignity.
In March 2006 when Nick was extremely poorly and not expected to survive, George Williamson wrote
this tribute to him. Nobody at the time realised that within months of doing so George would also be
fighting for his life having developed inoperable brain cancer. Within eighteen months George had died.
We publish his tribute to Nick in memory of two courageous and honourable men, both good friends of
FACT, and offer our condolences to Nick's family and friends, and to Chris and brother Nick in particular.

Nick Saltrese: A Wee Scottish
Fitba Stoary Aboot Glesca
by George Williamson
"He’s fitba crazy. He’s fitba mad.
An’ fitba has robbed him o’ the wee bit sense he had".

(From a Scottish folk song made
famous in in the 1960s by Josh MacRae)

A shared past
I first met Nick Saltrese only eight years ago and
although we both originated from opposite sides of
the religious divide in Scotland’s old industrial
heartland of Glasgow and North Lanarkshire, I think
we hit it off pretty well. We had both played in the
Lanarkshire schools football leagues; Nick in the late
1940s, me in the 1950s. Our respective schools
exemplified in miniature the Rangers -‐ Celtic rivalry,
when they played each other. I was at Protestant
Hamilton Academy, the school that famously founded
the Hamilton Academicals Football Club. Nick was at
the Catholic Our Lady’s High in Motherwell.
In my day in Hamilton Academy’s football team, as a
pretty ordinary and not greatly-‐talented player, I
played with Craig Brown, later to play for Rangers,
Dundee and Clyde, who was Scotland’s team manager
until relatively recently. In the Our Lady’s High team
we played against at that time, was Billy McNeil who
went on to have an illustrious career with Celtic and
was captain of their side that won the European Cup
in 1967. The Our Lady’s High teams of Nick’s day, and
before and after, were a nursery for talented players,
many of whom went on to play for Celtic.
Whatever sectarian rivalry there might have been in
Nick’s and my past, it was certainly gone when we
met up. We talked of the exploits of Celtic and
Rangers and revived memories of our Lanarkshire and
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Glasgow pasts. While I had long walked away from
any Rangers loyalty, Nick stayed a Celtic man and
indeed prior to his illness would sometimes go up to
Glasgow to Parkhead (now called Celtic Park), to see a
match with his sons, Chris and Nick. In his last years,
it must have saddened him that the great former
Celtic and Scotland star, Jimmy Johnstone, (Jinky
Jimmy – the wee man) was also suffering from motor
neurone disease.

The fabulous Baker boys
Gerry and Joe Baker came from the town of Wishaw
and were well known in 1950s Lanarkshire schools’
football. The Lanarkshire school leagues were often
much stronger than the close-‐by Glasgow ones and
regularly were the best in Scotland, as measured by
Scottish schools cup successes and numbers of
schoolboy internationalists. Gerry became a well-‐
known player with the Paisley club, St. Mirren, and
with Motherwell, while Joe was a famous player with
Hibernian and Arsenal. Joe Baker once scored nine
goals for Hibs against Peebles Rovers in a Scottish Cup
tie.
Gerry was born in the United States, when the family
lived there, and Joe was born in England when the
family was living there. I think it was Liverpool.
Despite their Scottish parentage, accents and
upbringing, Gerry’s and Joe’s births outside Scotland
meant that as international footballers, it was for the
United States and England, respectively, that they
played. Gerry had been a goal scoring member of the
St. Mirren side (the Buddies), which won the Scottish
Cup in 1959.
In January 1960, Glasgow University, I believe for the
only time in their history, qualified for the Scottish
Cup and played St. Mirren, the cupholders, in the first
round. I cannot remember if it was at Love Street in
Paisley or the University’s home ground. Nick Saltrese
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was one of the former students in the university team,
in his late twenties. He played in goal, unable to stop St.
Mirren winning 15 – 0. Gerry Baker, a centre forward
like his brother Joe, scored ten.
Nick told me that at one point in the rout, while he was
picking the ball out of the net, Gerry Baker said to him,
“Don’t worry we will stop at fifteen”.
However there was more to the tale. A few months ago,
I phoned the St. Mirren historian and he sent me a piece
from their archives. It said that at one point in the
game, a St. Mirren corner kick was put over, the
university goalkeeper came out, took a punch at the
ball, missed, and hit Gerry Baker in the stomach,
winding him. He had to go off and played no further
part in the game. Chris Saltrese showed his father the
story and told me he really enjoyed seeing it.

Finding Gerry Baker
We felt it would be good if we could trace Gerry Baker.
By coincidence, an old Scottish mate of mine in
Coventry, who once hoped for a career with
Dunfermline Athletic after a few games for their
reserves, told me Gerry Baker had finished his career at
Coventry City. He had also heard through the grapevine
of the Rangers and Celtic supporters clubs in Coventry
that Gerry had been the guest speaker at a function in
the city attended by former Celtic players.
So I contacted the Coventry City historian and archivist
who managed to locate him. Gerry rang me and among
other tales, he spoke of vivid memories of a carnival
atmosphere at the University game with students in
fancy dress surrounding the pitch rattling their
collecting tins among the crowd, as it was rag week. I
put him in touch with Chris Saltrese. Gerry followed up
with a signed card to Nick and a press cutting of the
match with a photo of Nick in goal.
But there was a twist. So surprised was Nick at receiving
the card he thought Chris, Terry and I had organised a
hoax and forged the signature on it. However, Chris and
Terry convinced him Gerry’s card and signature was the
real thing. He then enjoyed the warm memories it
evoked and was delighted at the kind gesture by the
man who had put ten goals past him in the Glesca Uni
versus the Buddies cup tie, almost half a century earlier.

Jimmy Johnstone and Celtic
Nick Saltrese was a lifelong Celtic fan, his enthusiasm
undiminished by a long time domiciled in England. One
of my most exciting memories of Celtic is watching
Jimmy Johnstone, an outside right of the old style in
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football, destroy the Leeds United defence when the
Bhoys beat them in a European Cup semi-‐final at
Hampden Park in Glasgow in 1970. I wonder if Nick had
been able to come up from England for that mid week
game. I was thrilled to be in the 135,000 crowd
watching their victory. It was the largest attendance
ever at any European Cup tie.
The match had been switched from Parkhead, which
had a 75,000 attendance limit. The Glesca Polis were
imposing crowd restrictions on Rangers’ and Celtic’s
grounds, well below the maximum 120,000 and 97,000
spectators, Ibrox and Parkhead had once held,
respectively. At Hampden, which had had 140,000 to
150,000 spectators crushed in on many occasions, there
were only a few Leeds fans in the crowd. Everyone else,
including tens of thousands of non-‐Catholics and
Rangers fans, was supporting Celtic, thus adding to
Leeds’ intimidation – and Celtic’s bank balance.
Johnstone had been a member of the great sixties Celtic
side; a blend of Catholics and Protestants, who in 1967
were the first British team to win the European Cup.
They won it with eleven Scots, compared to the later
English winners who had large numbers of non-‐English
players. Moreover, Celtic were the only winners of the
European Cup (now the Champions League) to achieve
this with their eleven players all from the club’s home
city – in this case Glesca toon.
A friend unexpectedly gave me a video, Lord of the
Wing, with lots of footage of Celtic’s and Jimmy
Johnstone’s glory days and it included the news feature
that Jinky Jimmy had been named Celtic’s greatest ever
footballer. The video, which I passed on to Nick via his
father Chris, dealt with Johnstone coming to terms with
motor neurone disease. Despite his own suffering with
the illness, Nick appreciated and enjoyed the video.
Nick Saltrese had been Headmaster of St George’s Care
School in Formby. He and dozens of ex members of his
staff were falsely accused of historic child abuse by
former residents, years after they had left. Ironically,
given that this is a football tale, one of the accused was
former Everton footballer, Dave Jones, now manager of
Sheffield Wednesday.
George Williamson was the founder member of AAFAA
and a long time supporter of FACT. He served on the
national committee up until his death and had a
particular gift for lobbying. His dearest wish was to see
a Royal Commission established into [poor] investigative
practice in abuse cases.
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Police Mount Largest Ever inquiry
Into Alleged Abuse at Suffolk School
It is with sadness we annouce the deaths of Mrs H
Dickson of Morecombe and Mr Raymond Starr of
Cardiff, both of whom died quite recently. Both
were good supporters of FACT and full of
admiration for what we do, and had been ill for
some time. We mourn their loss and pass on our
condolences to their respective families.

Metropolitan Police Officer Admits to
Faking Reports

A police officer working in the Metropolitan Police's
specialist sex crimes unit has admitted to faking police
reports, failing to pass on forensic evidence and not
interviewing suspects.
He pleaded guilty to 13 charges of misconduct in public
office by wilfully engaging in conduct amounting to an
abuse of public trust and will be sentenced later.
The Court heard that he repeatedly made false entries
on the police computer, failed to view CCTV footage on
a number of occasions, failed to submit forensic
evidence for analysis, lied about taking a statement
from a victim, and falsified a witness statement and
failed to interview key witnesses.

Christmas Vigil
This year the Christmas Vigil
will take place
in Birmingham
on
Saturday 1st December

Detectives are investigating abuse claims by
more than 60 former pupils of a Suffolk school
in what is now believed to be the county’s
largest inquiry of its kind.
Ex-‐students of Oakwood School in Stowmarket,
which closed in 2000, have made various claims
relating to alleged physical and sexual asaults,
during their time at the school.
A total of 75 men are currently part of a civil
claim relating to alleged emotional, physical and
sexual mistreatment.
Suffolk police state they have received 63
complaints alleging abuse.
It has been suggested in the Press that they
relate to five individuals who worked at the
school between 1970 and 1990. No arrests have
been made so far.
It is understood that this already prolonged
inquiry is likely to be delayed further as more
alleged victims come forward.

McSparran McCormick
McSparran McCormick is a Glasgow based, family
firm of solicitors who have a well deserved
reputation for its advocacy, and for its friendly,
efficient and professional service.
• We firmly believe that everyone has a right to justice.
• We specialise in educational, employment, adult
incapacity, criminal law and civil litigation

If you have been falsely or wrongly accused contact

McSparran McCormick
Waterloo Chambers
19 Waterloo Street,
Glasgow, G2 6AH

Please contact Joy
for further details
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Tel: 0141 248 7962
Email: mail@mcsparranmccormick.co.uk
Website: www.mcsparranmccormick.co.uk
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What's in a name?
At the AGM a resolution was put forward suggesting
that consideration be given to altering or amending
FACT's name. The proposer of the resolution suggested
that FACT's name was too restrictive and implied that it
was an organisation only for carers and teachers. It was
suggested that amending FACT's name to FACTS would,
by the addition of the 'S', make it clear that social
workers were welcome to join FACT, and would help
recruitment.

provide members in sufficient numbers to sustain it.

Although the resolution was not passed there was an
interesting debate about FACT's identity -‐ which was
also touched on in conference by the guest speaker Ros
Burnett. She suggested that perhaps the acronym FACT
should remain but the nomenclature should be
changed to, for example, False Allegations in Contexts
of Trust or False Allegations in Careers of Trust
(See Ros's talk on page 10)

Our approach has been discreet rather than proactive.

Another suggestion which has been put forward is that
FACT should be known as FACT+ (FACT Plus) as a signal
that other professionals, in addition to carers and
teachers, were not only welcome to join but were
identified with its campaign.
Those speaking against the motion queried why change
was necessary. The name FACT described FACT's core
membership well (carers and teachers) and had
become well known and respected by official bodies.
Others however have suggested that perhaps we need
a new name to give more emphasis to those who have
been wrongly convicted as well as those falsely
accused.
Some members suggested that the term 'carers' was
not clear but others disagreed suggesting that it was
sufficiently wide in scope to include the clergy, health
care professionals and social workers. Others suggested
that the term 'carers' might be confusing to some as it
could be interpreted to mean parents as well as
'professionals'.
This was useful debate which raised important
questions about FACT's identity.
Until recently I had never never considered any need to
change FACT's name. As far as I was concerned it was
an inspired choice of name and has served FACT well -‐
but has it?
As an organisation FACT has predominantly catered for
carers (mostly staff employed in children's homes/
residential schools), and teachers. Until quite recently
most of the teachers contacting FACT were also
employed in residential schools but with a diminishing
number of children's homes and residential special
schools FACT can no longer expect these settings to
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The national committee has previously indicated that if
FACT is to thrive then it must broaden its appeal and
open its doors to staff working in the adult sector -‐ in
education, in health care, in religious settings and in the
vulnerable adults field. Indeed it has been policy for
some years for FACT to admit into membership
individuals who work, or have worked in these fields -‐
many of whom have become our keenest supporters.
However relatively speaking the numbers recruited
from these settings have been small, and given the fact
that there are far more people working in these fields in
the UK than in children's settings we need to ask
ourselves whether those working with adults are put off
from seeking membership of FACT.
Whilst we have never done a census of members
occupational background -‐ perhaps we should -‐ it has
been evident for some time that there is a mis-‐match
between those who contact FACT for advice (mainly via
the web-‐site) and those who commit themselves to
membership.
It has also become clear in recent years that those who
have contacted the help line for advice have generally
been female carers (often foster carers) or teachers but
we have also had inquiries from accused academics,
police officers, prison officers, military personnel,
community volunteers, sports coaches, vets, driving
instructors, and several health care professionals
including dentists, doctors and physicians. The fact that
most of these who have contacted FACT preface their
conversations (spoken or by email) with an apology for
not being a carer or a teacher suggest that it is their
belief that they may not be eligible for membership.
This is also likely to be true of the very few social
workers who contact FACT. In this context I make a
distinction between those employed in 'social
care' (including those in children's homes) and those
employed as (field) social workers. In fact very few field
social workers have joined FACT even though they are
also very vulnerable to false accusations.
What this suggests to me is that FACT is not very good
at attracting members from occupational settings other
than teaching and care environments (including foster
care), and that the name 'FACT' does put off people
from contacting us and committing themselves to
membership.
Perhaps by changing FACT's name and identity we can
make it more clear that we welcome members in
occupational settings other than care work (however
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defined) and teaching.
If we are to change FACT's name it is important we have
a name that broadly speaking is unique -‐ one of the
problems we do have is that there are dozens of
organisations called FACT.
Since we are a member based organisation it would help
if our name conveyed our role and our identity as much
as the NSPCC name does. We would also need to make
sure that any new name would be internet friendly.
So what are the options? Ros Burnett has suggested
some excellent examples but here are some more.
FACT could keeps its name as it is but develop new
campaign slogans or strap lines which make it clear that
it is not just an organisation for 'carers and teachers' but
an organisation for anyone working in a position of trust
accused of abuse (or misconduct) in an occupational
context. This distinction would also re-‐enforce existing
policy that FACT does not offer support to members of
the public who are accused of abuse by a family
member, a friend or a stranger.
For example we could replace the existing strap line
'FACT -‐ fighting injustice, lobbying for change' with say
'FACT -‐ not just for carers and teachers but for all
professionals falsely accused of abuse' or FACT -‐
campaigning for those engaged in positions of trust who
have been falsely accused of abuse. (I have suggested
'engaged' here rather than 'employed' so that it would
be more inviting to volunteers.)
A more radical option would be for FACT to completely
change its organisational title, strap line and domain
name so that it better describes its role and intended
membership.
Some suggestions have already been mentioned but
there are others might also be considered.
If we particularly wanted to attract social work staff we
could use the acronym WASCAT Wrongly Accused Social
(work staff), Carers and Teachers. The term 'social work
staff' is, I feel, better than 'social workers' as it is more
generic in nature.
If we wanted to indicate what our organisation sets out
to do we could consider a range of options around the
themes such as:-‐
Justice for ....
•

Justice for Falsely Accused Professionals
Employed in Positions of Trust (JUST FAP)

•

Justice for Falsely Accused Carers,
Teachers and Others (employed in) Responsible
Services (JUST FACTORS)

Victims of ....
•
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Inquiries into False Allegations of Abuse
(INFAA)

Supporting ...
•

Supporting Innocent Professionals Falsely
Accused of Abuse (SIPFAA)

•

Supporting Wrongly Accused Professionals
(employed in positions of trust) (SWAP)

As Ros suggests there are several other possibilities
using similar themes.
My favourite, as a compromise, would be VOICES -‐
Voices of Innocent Carers, Education , Social Work staff
and others employed in positions of trust
Obviously any change would have to be approved by the
membership but the debate has started so please let us
have your views.
Is the name 'FACT' too restrictive? Should we risk losing
FACT's existing identity and reputation by a name
change? Would a change of name encourage
recruitment from those who are not carers or teachers,
and is this a good idea?

This article was written by FACT's former Chairman in a
personal capacity and does not necessarily represent the
views of any previous or existing committee members.

Lord Chief Justice Calls for Review of
Sanctions for Disclosure Failures in
Criminal Trials.
The Lord Chief Justice has asked Lord Justice Gross and
Mr Justice Treacy to conduct a review of sanctions for
disclosure failure in criminal trials.
The review will consider whether the sanctions for
disclosure failures, together with judicial case
management powers, are adequate to secure
compliance with disclosure duties. It will also consider
whether there are options for strengthening those
sanctions, having regard to fair trial rights, practical
enforceability and the scale and nature of the problem.
The request follows an earlier review of “Disclosure in
Criminal Proceedings” carried out by Lord Justice Gross
for the Lord Chief Justice and published in September
2011.
Terms of Reference of the Review are:-‐
▪

To consider whether the sanctions for
disclosure failures, together with judicial case
management powers, are adequate to secure
compliance with disclosure duties and, if not,
whether there are options for strengthening
those sanctions, having regard to fair trial
rights, practical enforceability and the scale
and nature of the problem.

▪

To consider, if necessary, the issue of specific
guidance.

Source: Judicial Office -‐ Press Release
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AGM and Conference Update .....
AGM

The FACT AGM was held on Saturday 8th September.
Well over 40 members were present.
The Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer each presented
a report which was approved.
Two resolutions were placed before the members. One
suggesting that consideration be given to FACT
changing its name in order to encourage recruitment
was discussed at some length was defeated. Thirteen
people voted in favour, twenty two against, with one
abstention. A resolution that Michael and Joy be
awarded life membership was unanimously approved.
The retiring Chairman, Treasurer, and Membership
Secretaries and committee members were all thanked
for their hard work over many years.
Anne McMahon was appointed Treasurer and four new
people were elected to the Committee.
The successful applicants were Sue Bennett, Ros
Burnett, Horatio Goodden, and Jim Watts.
The two unsuccessful applicants, together with 5 other
persons were invited to put their names forward for co-‐
option -‐ six of whom have accepted, subject to final
approval by the national committee.
The secretary thanked all those who had put their
names forward to serve on the Committee including as
co-‐opted members. At the end of the Conference the
secretary invited nominations from the floor for the
vacant position of Chairman but none were
forthcoming.
The secretary also suggested, bearing in mind that all of
the committee were new to the task, that the national
committee should have discretion to invite the former
chairman to meetings as a non voting advisor. This was
put to the members and agreed unanimously.
Finally, members present were thanked for their
attendance.

CONFERENCE
The conference was well attended. Two speakers gave
lively and thought provoking talks. The first was by Ros
Burnett (see page 10), and the second by Joel Hicks who
gave a disturbing but at times highly humorous account
of how false allegations had blighted his careers as a
teacher, lawyer and as a community worker. Joel's
experience seems to mirror the experience of many
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others in that the allegations made against him lacked
any real credibility but were still believed. The ever
present presumption of guilt proved almost impossible
to shift even in the presence of compelling evidence of
innocence. Like so many others Joel had to endure
battle after battle with his employers and with the
'authorities'. There the similarity ends, for Joel is no
ordinary person and refused to take matters lying
down. His story is one of immense courage in the face
of overwhelming setbacks and disappointments.
After graduating Joel joined the Royal Marines and
despite achieving the highest possible scores of his
intake he was forced to leave because he was colour
blind. For a while he travelled the world and learnt
arabic. When he returned to the UK it was suggested to
him that he take up an appointment at his
neighbourhood school where he had been a pupil. At
interview he alerted the school to the fact that he
would be teaching pupils from his own community,
many of whom knew him through his youth work, and
knew his family personally. He was assured that this
would not present any difficulties.
Joel settled in well and was soon made a permanent
member of staff. Soon after however he became aware
of rumours circulating within the school concerning
himself. He found this very stressful and following the
school summer holiday he discussed the situation with
senior staff but was advised it was not uncommon for
new male teachers to linked with such gossip and that
he could be assured of the school's support.
Soon after this an anonymous allegation was made that
Joel had supplied a pupil with alcohol and he was told
to cut off all family ties with pupils at the school. When
questioned the girl confirmed that no inappropriate
behaviour had occurred.
From this point onwards Joel's relationship with the
school's Principal deteriorated. Unbeknown to Joel the
Principal began a 'trawling' exercise and asked staff
members to report on his behaviour at school. Social
Services and the Police also became involved.
At the end of the Christmas term, Joel left the school
having previously giving a term's notice. Soon after, he
was visited by the police at home and arrested on
suspicion of sexually abusing two female pupils. The
two girls, who had only been at the school 10 weeks,
made 30 allegations amounting to inappropriate
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behaviour and sexual assault.

helped him regain a sense of purpose and fun.

Joel was never charged. After almost 12 months the
investigation completely collapsed. However the
damage had been done. Some months later another girl
made an allegation but Joel was able to prove that at
the time of the alleged complaint he had been abroad
for 12 months.

He then decided to return to studying and enrolled on a
law conversion degree and sat Bar examinations in
which he excelled. Since then he has immersed himself
in community activities and in sport. His confidence has
returned and he plays a full role in the community.

In January 2010, Joel received a letter from the General
Teaching Council informing him that his conduct was
being investigated to determine whether he should be
professionally reprimanded. At the hearing he was not
allowed to call witnesses and was found guilty of "not
differentiating his relationship with his students from
those with his family friends", but no punishment was
given. Joel pointed out the whole process had lasted
2,096 days and had cost well over £100,000 of
taxpayers' money.
Having had such a battering and demeaning experience
Joel decided to immerse himself in voluntary work and
became involved in several fund raising schemes. This

Joel has also undertaken media work for tv and by
penning a column on his local newspaper.
In what many would regard as cruel twist of fate Joel
concluded his talk by explaining that whilst on this
journey he had discovered that he was infertile and that
because of his complaint history it would be extremely
unlikely he would ever be allowed to foster or adopt.
Joel's story is very typical of many who have been
falsely accused. What is not typical is the positive way
he has responded to adversity, his determination not to
be worn down by the investigation process, and his
resolve to put a smile on the face of all those he comes
into contact with. He is an example to us all.

Finding Strength for the Future ....

Ros Burnett, Research Associate, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Talk given to the Autumn Conference of FACT, September 8th, 2012
As a long-‐term supporter of this organisation, I want to
share some thinking about what I’d like to see, or aim
for, in securing and developing FACT for the future. I
believe we should build on the organisation’s strengths
and achievements by continuing along similar lines, but
that we should also take steps to gain wider support and
greater impact. How we do that, partly depends on
what we agree to be the purposes of the organisation,
and how we might best pin down, or extend, its
concerns and parameters. So I’ll start by some reflection
on what exactly is, or might be, the subject domain of
FACT – because that determines our limits and
ambitions. I’ll touch on FACT’s name, target
membership, screening processes, affiliations; its
purposes and objectives; what we might do to increase
awareness and raise the profile of FACT, and areas for
particular research focus and campaigning. And I’ll finish
with some reflection on the remarkable ways in which
victims of false allegations and their relatives find
strength to sustain and rebuild their lives. I feel
privileged to have been asked to talk today, as I know
others have good ideas and arguments to put forward;
and I look forward to much discussion with other
members.
A word first about where I am coming from. You may
have read my pen picture. I was a probation officer and
then a social psychologist before I moved into academic
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criminology. As a psychologist, and by nature a truth
seeker, I’ve always been interested in what constitutes
evidence, in the bases for common beliefs, and in
fallacies and errors of human judgement; as well as
human relationships and ‘good’ and ‘bad’ behaviour.
Like many people, I’d had that gradual awakening in my
youth to the depths of terrible things that people do to
one another: hidden cruelties, sexual and violent crimes
against children and domestic violence, learning from
research and media coverage that these hidden crimes
are much more prevalent than might have been
believed. Later on, I’d been shocked by the news that,
so-‐called, ‘being in care’ could be anything but, and was
largely convinced by the media exposure of paedophile
networks and endemic child abuse in children’s homes. I
still don’t doubt that some children were abused in
these contexts and there is clear evidence, some recent,
of sexual and violent offences by people with
occupational access to children or other vulnerable
groups.
But, like many people, I then got another wake-‐up call
which caused me to think again about the prevalence of
such crimes. This was from a Panorama programme In
the Name of the Children, in 2000, presented by
journalist David Rose, which revealed convincing
evidence of some wrongful convictions, questioned the
validity of police inquiry methods and raised serious
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questions about the fabrication of evidence to receive
financial compensation. I got further drawn in by Richard
Webster’s meticulously researched study of The Secret of
Bryn Estyn: the Making of a Modern Witch Hunt and his
other writings on the children’s homes panics in the
1980s and 1990s, which provide a thorough evidence-‐
based explanation of how false allegations can result in
wrongful imprisonment. ‘That saga of events is, of
course, where the need for FACT began.’

FACT as an organisation, and its subject
domain
I’ve always thought well of FACT as an organisation. It
does what it does with professionalism, dignity – and
without sensationalism or rancour. The website and
newsletter FACTion are smart and informative. There has
been a dependable, steady team who we’ve all been able
to rely on in keeping everything in hand and up to date. It
strikes the right tone of objectivity and reason. It doesn’t
have that righteous arrogance or anger that some
campaigning bodies and websites have. There is plenty
for the wrongly accused to be angry about; but anger
stifles reason – and FACT I believe is a reasoning,
evidence-‐based organisation. All those qualities should
be maintained. FACT might seem a little bit exclusive
though; more on that shortly.
First, it may be helpful to reconsider just what is the
phenomenon with which FACT is concerned. False
accusations is a big field: false accusations of what by
whom and with what consequences? Some of the
answers here are implicit in the ‘carers and teachers’ and
yet there is enough that is understated to allow for
flexibility about, for example, the type of alleged offence
and the target of the allegation. Clearly others turn to
FACT besides the specified professions, and ‘carers’ can
be interpreted widely, but equally it is likely that some
accused in other professions and occupations will not see
the small print and will either not discover the
organisation or will decide it is not for them. Similarly,
there is common ground in allegations of rape and
recovered false memories of events in a family context,
but it is not so clear whether FACT includes such cases or
refers them elsewhere.
Also relevant to the matter of focus, I understand there
has been some debate about whether attention has
shifted too much away from wrongful convictions and
the lifelong effects for those convicted, to risk
assessment and screening and barring processes. One
argument has been that there is more scope for focus on
these pre-‐court, civil issues now that there are less
falsely accused people serving prison sentences (that
reduction being partly due to FACT’s campaigning work),
and given that many people do turn to FACT because of
CRB and ISA (soon to be DBS) checks involving allegations
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against them. In my view, FACT needs to consider the
whole picture. The juggernaut of safeguarding
procedures, and the fearful, suspicious culture in which
we all now live can be the entrance to a Dante’s Inferno
of circles of hell.
Whether or not it leads onto a prosecution, the opening
experiences of being wrongly accused take them into a
Kafkaesque nightmare. Many of you will be familiar with
the opening lines of Franz Kafka’s novel The Trial:
‘Someone must have been telling lies about Joseph K.,
for without having done anything wrong he was
arrested one fine morning.’
Even if not ultimately charged, the trauma of such an
experience and then being tainted by lasting suspicion
and one’s name on a register must have a lasting effect
from which one can never fully recover. And for those
convicted and imprisoned, there awaits the hell of being
projected into the role of criminal – not just a criminal, a
paedophile – as if you were one, maybe for years,
decades, perhaps the rest of one’s life. Nik Greene sums
up the gut-‐wrenching reversal of identity and life
experience in False Accusations: Guilty Until Proven
Innocent, his account of:
‘...what it is like to have...every good that you put into
the world turned around for bad.' (p.2) [...] 'Never in a
million years did I ever contemplate prison or these
surroundings. A career criminal, I suppose, might
contemplate such a thing and accept the risks. But
having done nothing makes the scenario just
surreal.’(p.46)
The worst case scenario is, what is known as, a ‘historical
allegation of child abuse’ where the complainant is likely
to be adult but referring to alleged events years ago, and
where there is minimal opportunity of the accused
person accessing alibi and other contrary information to
‘disprove’ an allegation, but where despite the lack of
forensic evidence that a crime was committed, a
prosecution results in a prison sentences of several years,
often in double figures. Of these cases, the report of the
House of Commons Home Affairs Select Committee
investigation into police trawling, published October
2002, observed that police methods and reliance on
corroboration by numbers had led to ‘a new genre of
miscarriage of justice’. It explained that: ‘Set in the
context of a growing compensation culture and a shift in
the law of “similar fact” evidence, the risks of effecting a
miscarriage of justice in these cases are said to be
unusually high.’ Tragically for those affected, ‘A police
investigation which was intended to safeguard the lives
of innocent children had become a powerful instrument
for destroying the lives of innocent adults" (Webster,
2005, p.489)
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It is this category (or ‘genre’) of miscarriage of justice
which FACT seems best placed to serve: false allegations
of crimes against others, where the evidence is
testimonial. But we might give more thought to
whether FACT’s focus in this should be restricted to
false allegations in occupational contexts or extended to
family and other interpersonal relationship contexts.
‘False allegations’ as a type of miscarriage or error in
justice tends to be omitted or under-‐represented by
organisations concerned with miscarriages of justice
and wrongful convictions. Look in the index of academic
books on wrongful conviction: false confessions, false or
mistaken identification, false memory are likely to be
listed but, rarely, false testimony.

The causes of monstrous wrongful
convictions
Allegations of historical abuse (retrospective allegations
of child abuse) in children’s homes and residential
settings is why FACT was set up. The extremes of
injustice and suffering, the cruellest travesties of justice,
the most intractable processes are found in those cases
– leading to stolen identities and destroyed lives and
unimaginable depths of despair. Sexual offences against
children and child abuse are regarded as monstrous
crimes: to be wrongly convicted of them is a monstrous
miscarriage of justice. I understand why founding
members of FACT would not want support and
campaigning on these matters to be diluted by a shift to
focusing on CRB and disclosure issues, or other areas
and – while I think that with more support and
resources we could expand in the ways that I have
indicated – I agree that such cases and situations should
remain our principal domain.
We still have current cases of people wrongfully
imprisoned, and the ordeal is by no means over after
release, when one remains a registered sex offender.
The circumstances for similar moral panics, and
compensation bandwagons still exist. Innocent people
are still getting caught up in nets to catch the guilty. So
we really have to hold onto and share our
understanding of the complex of factors which can
result in such travesties of justice: the legal loop holes,
the fallacies of reasoning, the motivations. Many of you
in this audience have a depth of understanding from
your own experiences about the factors which
contribute to bringing about such monstrous injustices.
We need to make the general public more aware of
these, so it is worth rehearsing them, briefly. This isn’t a
comprehensive list, but an indication of some key
factors.

The moral high ground and the role of
the moral crusader
Child abuse, rape, domestic violence, abuse of
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vulnerable adults all happen and those are serious
crimes and the perpetrators often go undetected’. Of
course, we want to do all we can to prevent such
crimes, and to catch those who commit them. The
accusers and the hunters have that basis as their moral
high ground, and decent people will instinctively want
to support them in whatever means they choose to
further their cause. Then there is the role of the moral
crusader:
‘feelings of righteousness sometimes play such a role
in an individual’s self-‐image that...they make it
psychologically difficult to acknowledge even the
possibility that any action taken in pursuit of an aim
which is considered right could conceivably be bad or
immoral’
(Webster, 2005, p.65)

Motivations for false allegations
Claimants may have been tempted by the large sums of
money involved. The claims are often made by solicitors
as part of a group litigation. For impoverished adults
there is the serious prospect perhaps of a larger sum of
money than they have ever possessed at any one time.
As part of the background and domestic circumstances
that led to them being ‘in care’ or in secure
accommodation as children, they may indeed have been
victims of child abuse and carry those memories and
scars, so jumping on the bandwagon to catch an alleged
paedophile will be a ‘no-‐brainer’.
But there are more than financial benefits involved.
There is a more holistic payoff for the alleged victims
and their supporters, giving meaning, purpose and value
to their lives:
[Some individuals] find themselves tempted to
transmute the ‘normal’ hurts of childhood and
adolescence into the abnormal hurts of child abuse.
They may do this by deliberately ‘fabricating an
allegation of abuse which they know to be untrue.
Alternatively they may persuade themselves that an
incident they have begun by imagining is actually
true. Or they may, as adults, allow themselves to be
persuaded, by well-‐intentioned but misguided
therapists or counsellors, that they have actually
repressed memories of sexual or physical abuse.’
(Webster, 2005, p.131)
See especially Chapter 19 ‘Lying for love’ in The Secret
of Bryn Estyn by Richard Webster (The Orwell Press,
2005) for further explanations and examples of the
motivations.

Our suspicious, risk-‐averse social
culture
We live in a society which, some would say is obsessed
with risk and security, with an emphasis on protection
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which leads to culture of fear, and biased credulity.
Again, I draw from Richard Webster to best summarise
the central relevance of this to us:
‘As a society, we...have swung from an attitude of
almost systematic disbelief in the reality of sexual
abuse towards an equally dangerous position where,
at the most extreme, we react to allegations of sexual
abuse with a kind of systematic credulity’ (Webster,
SBE p.489)
‘Precisely because of the strength of emotions
associated with rape or abuse, and because of the
psychological effect of obscene testimony, it is
perhaps easier for witnesses to make false sexual
allegations ... (O)verturning a conviction in a sexual
abuse case, the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Woolf
acknowledged that sincerity on the part of a witness
should not be taken as a guarantee of
veracity’ (Webster SBE p.450)
Whereas at one time, such accusations were
systematically not believed, the pendulum swung
towards a tendency to uncritically believe every
allegation. Dorothy Rabinowitz names sex abuse
complaints as the ‘sacrosanct accusation’ – merely to
raise questions about the veracity of such accusations
raises hackles.

Flawed interviewing methods, and
‘similar fact’ evidence
Interviewing and investigative methods in child abuse
cases and other ‘sensitive’ issues is a substantial area of
critical research and commentary in itself. Due process,
principles of sentencing and rules of evidence takes us
into the legal domain. ‘Similar fact evidence’ is just one
aspect of this, but particularly relevant. The evidence of
one alleged victim is used to corroborate that of
another, but all of them might be false. The similar fact
rule was always dodgy when applied to testimony (no
forensic evidence), and modifications in 1991, and 1994,
made it easier to obtain convictions on the basis of
multiple uncorroborated allegations, all of which might
be false.
For a clear account of the legal background on this, see
especially: ‘Similar fact evidence: the origins and erosion
of the modern similar fact principle’.
www.richardwebster.net/similarfactevidence.html

Expanding FACT’s membership and
raising its profile
Changing the name?
There has already been discussion on whether FACT
needs a more inclusive name or whether there is more
to be gained by keeping to the name it has held for the
twelve years of its existence so far. I agreed with the
resolution that there should be some consideration
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given to a name change, but I’ve been backwards and
forwards on this, and now think that the best tactic
would be to retain the same acronym but consider a
different expansion (the way it is spelt out). Any
proposed change though would need more discussion
and to be voted on.
Until then, minimally, FACT needs to include other
professionals, if not in the name, in the heading on the
homepage and in its literature: Falsely Accused Carers,
Teachers and other professionals
If we want to open the scope more extensively, to
include false allegations in family and relationship
contexts, then we could consider:
• False Allegations in Contexts of Trust or
• False Allegations in Careers of Trust.
It is amazing how many relevant C and T words pop up
when you look for them. Other possibilities, though far
from perfect, are:
• False Accusations and Conviction Travesties [or
Criminal justice Travesties];
• Falsely Accused by Contrived Testimony [or
Corrupt/Concocted/Colluded]
• False Allegations, the Cruellest Tyranny
The last one was inspired by the title of Dorothy
Rabinowitz’s (2004) book No Crueler Tyrannies:
Accusation, False Witness and Other Terrors of Our
Times, and she based this title on a quotation by the 18th
century French philosopher, Montesquieu:
‘There is no crueller tyranny than that which is
perpetrated under the shield of law and in the name
of justice’ (Charles Louis de Secondat, Baron de
Montesquieu, 1742)
Anyway, let’s think further about what amendments to
make if any, to the name and for now maybe stay with
the status quo for a while, but adding ‘and other
professionals’ whenever spelling out the meaning of
FACT.

The innocence question
While the name considerations are that FACT should be
more inclusive, another argument is that it should be
less so, in the sense of taking more steps to ensure the
genuine innocence of all those who turn to the
organisation.
Michael Naughton in his Keynote speech for the FACT’s
2007 winter conference, proposed: ‘that FACT confront
the uncomfortable truth that some FACT members may
not be innocent’. He made this argument in the context
of:
‘... more generally, the need for rigour in the way that
organisations aligned with the innocence movement
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construct and convey their message if they are to be
taken seriously and have impact in ...effecting the
changes that we all desire. [...] Historically, all
prisoners maintaining innocence/alleged victims of
wrongful conviction have been labelled as ‘deniers’,
without any attempt by the agencies of the criminal
justice system to determine the complex nature of
the problem and the varied reasons for why people
say that they are innocent. The typology of prisoners
maintaining innocence starts to redress this neglect
[and could be applied by FACT]. It is incumbent upon
all allied with the innocence movement to resist any
and all accusations that we are a refuge for the guilty,
by being proactive in being as rigorous as we can be
about the people that we assist or
support.’ (Naughton, 2007)
The response of FACT’s National Committee, at the
conference and in the subsequent edition of FACTion
noted that:
‘F.A.C.T. has a zero tolerance of abuse of any kind and
has always condemned those who abuse or have
abused children or adults. In previous conferences we
have made it clear that F.A.C.T. has a duty to speak
out against those who abuse children or adults. We
do so on many occasions. ... [...] We will, if necessary,
make inquiries and ask awkward questions of
intending applicants for membership ... For several
years ... we have required prospective members to
warrant that they are innocent of any allegations of
abuse that have been made against them. Incidentally
we will not allow any one to become a member of
F.A.C.T. if they have been found in possession of child
pornography.’ (FACT National Committee, 2007)
When FACT representatives explained that some
applicants are turned down because of suspicions that
they were not innocent, Naughton urged that:
‘This needs to be formalised and more widely
communicated in the interest of enhancing the
credibility of the organisation and warding off charges
that there is no attention paid at all to the possibility
that those who seek support from F.A.C.T. may not be
innocent’
There are obviously practical difficulties in doing that in
response to every inquiry to a voluntary organisation
run on shoestring, and which gets numerous
unpredictable daily inquiries by phone and email. There
are ethical reasons not to respond to those who have
already been ‘presumed guilty before trial’ by similarly
presuming them to be guilty despite their insistence
that they are innocent. This was the other key point
made the National Committee’s response to Michael
Naughton.
[On the other hand]: Trust is the essential element in
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any helping relationship. The principle of innocent
until proven guilty, is imbedded in British justice... Our
job is not to act as judge and jury but rather to accept
that vast numbers of people, who each year are found
guilty in our Courts, are indeed factually innocent, and
deserve support. People have an inalienable right to
maintain their innocence if indeed they are innocent.
(FACT National Committee, 2007)
This is the plight after all which FACT seeks to address,
and arguably more than in any other patterns of
injustices against the innocent, this is the category
where guilt or innocence hangs on someone’s words.
Nevertheless, we might find it possible to take up
Michael Naughton’s recommendation by having
different levels of membership, with those who register
for ‘full’ membership being required to complete a more
detailed questionnaire. Innocent people may be glad to
have to opportunity to do so. We also need to continue
to use good judgement in responding to applications
and accepting members. If approved, full membership
could then entitle them to access a password-‐protected,
monitored discussion and support group on the
website.

Other types of membership, gaining
public support and authoritative
backing
As well as the full membership and support for those
directly affected, it should be made clear that, in so far
as the organisation is a source of knowledge and
objective information, it is also for people who are
concerned about this particular minefield of checks and
allegations and related injustices, and want it
addressed. At present, the procedure and form for
‘joining’ might seem more directed at those who have
themselves been falsely accused and their relatives.
Various academics, law students, practitioners
concerned with justice and child protection/public
protections issues, would be interested in joining if they
were made more aware of it, and if the organisation
was clearly presented as also for ‘Supporters’ or
‘Associates’, whether students, trainees and
practitioners in professions at risk, or in the criminal
justice field. A revised application form could easily
cater for various possibilities, and thereby be more
inclusive.
I’ve heard the argument that some supportive
individuals don’t feel they can sign up or be involved
because of their other roles; and I’m not sure why, or
what the conflict of interest would be. FACT by
definition represents innocent people. There is nothing
partisan or shameful in that! Perhaps they are worried
about getting hate mail, or being misunderstood? Bill
Thompson, a Forensic Criminologist at Reading
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University, has said: ‘You make lot of enemies when
you point out that not everyone accused of sexually
assaulting children is guilty ... People say you are an
apologist for paedophiles’. A big part of FACT’s
awareness-‐raising, information sharing and
communication role must be to work at offsetting that.
Obviously the invitation to ‘join us’ needs to make it
clear that membership is for supporters as well those
who are directly affected.
The credibility and reputation of the organisation would
also benefit from greater transparency of governance
and some higher profile or well-‐regarded associates. It
is understandable if some of our members who have
been persecuted and are targets for abuse want to
remain anonymous, but where possible the names and
profile information of its Committee Members will help
dispel any sense of the organisation being closed or
furtive. We might also think about inviting a Panel of
Advisors to contribute to the next phase of FACT’s
development and we could revisit the idea of becoming
a registered charity with a Board of Trustees and a
suitable patron. We should form cooperative links with
other organisations – those concerned with innocence
and wrongful conviction and, most importantly, one or
more organisations concerned with child protection,
domestic violence, and crime prevention.
Use of social media would help to build up support and
raise awareness. I’m not a fan of Facebook, but with a
Twitter address we could encourage people to think and
read about false allegations of serious crimes, get some
‘followers’ and encourage people to register as
supporters or associates. Although tweets are limited to
140 characters it is possible to include URL links to
articles and websites; and from my own experience I
know people do follow them up and start thinking.
‘Trolls’ can be ignored; but if our message stream is
informed, objective and professional that should not be
a significant problem.
Other ways to add authority (as well as extend
understanding) could include the establishment of a
Research Fellowship and a University studentship.
Again, this is obviously dependent on obtaining
sufficient funding, though even small awards would be
valuable and motivating. We already have the Richard
Webster Annual Lecture; perhaps that could be
complemented by a Richard Webster Research
Fellowship or one named after one or other of the
founding members of FACT. It could help to secure an
association with an appropriate university department if
a doctoral studentship could be introduced, supported
by a rich sponsor (a celebrity who has been falsely
accused, who could remain anonymous) or funding
council. That would then pave the way for a conference
in collaboration with that university, though, equally, a
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conference with another innocence or justice
organisation, would be appropriate.

Purpose, Objectives, Strategies
Everything discussed so far can’t be addressed without
also considering the purposes and objectives of the
organisation, and much of that is implicit in what I’ve
said. The broad areas of work can be divided as follows:

(a) Awareness raising, informing and
educating
The central problem for the falsely accused is one of
credulity. Who do people believe: the accused or the
accuser? The horrible nature of the offences takes one’s
sense of concern and empathy toward the person who
is said to have these things done to them. And the
details are shocking. (Surely no-‐one would lie about
such atrocious behaviour! No-‐one would maintain such
a lie about a person who has been decent to them, or
who has helped and cared for them.)
Or, there is the erroneous judgement that since FACT
supports people wrongly accused of child abuse, they
don’t care about child abuse, and they have no problem
with abusers and rapists ‘getting away with it’. But we
are not like a political party, bent on rubbishing
everything said by the other party. And it should not be
a zero-‐sum game. We care about both, we care about
mistakes being made and injustice, whosoever the
victims are. We need to counter that kind of nonsense
through:
• greater openness and credentials of the
committee, advisors, affiliates
• a set of principles on the home page could be
helpful
and through the knowledge base that the organisation
seeks to share.

(b) Signposting and supporting individuals
affected
Helping the individuals affected is really the number
one purpose and object, but that help and support will
be all the more effective if based on a platform of
awareness-‐raising, informing and education.
The helpline function needs further discussion, as does
the idea which some have mooted for a password-‐
protected discussion and support group. In place of, or
as well as, a telephone help line, it would be useful to
provide a set of Frequently Asked Questions with
helpful responses, thereby saving a lot of time. These
FAQs would obviously need to be kept up to date.
I think FACT already has, and would want to keep up, a
tradition of forming local support groups and providing
mutual advice and befriending.
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(c) Campaigning for change
Everything done by FACT is, in a way, contributory to
campaigning for change – to benefit present victims and
with a view to reducing the risks of future false
allegations resulting in injustices.
FACT’s role in responding to relevant parliamentary
inquiries and consultations is of particular importance.
An aspiration for the future, if sufficient funding could
be secured, could be to appoint a Communications
Officer.
In order to be a source of influence and reliable
information, FACT needs to continue building its
knowledge base; to be in touch with relevant policy
requirements, legal developments, and related
research. I would like it to be even more of a resource
for accessing the relevant knowledge base, with more
links to electronically available documents, articles and
research, and perhaps a resource for generating or
supporting relevant research. There is a wide range of
topics on which FACT needs to be as informed as
possible and to promote more awareness and
investigation, including:
1. Distinguishing true and false allegations.
2. The cognitive psychology of false allegations: foolish
beliefs, flawed reasoning, deception.
3. Socio-‐cultural explanations for the moral panics and
totalitarian attitudes that surround suspicions of some
types of offences.
4. A bank of cases on which to draw – to show how all of
this happens, to demonstrate that they were indeed
false allegations, with examples of
• people exonerated;
• whistleblowers, moral crusaders, ‘paedo-‐hunters’;
• the complainants – particularly retractors, and
those found out.
5. Specialist solicitor firms (‘claim farms’) and the
compensation industry.
6. Investigative methods, by psychologists etc, the
police, by the media.
7. CPS and the decision to prosecute.
8. Legal and criminal process aspects: rules of evidence
and sentencing.
9. Court of Appeal and the Criminal Cases Review
Commission.
10. Prisoners maintaining innocence, and the parole
process.
11. Survival strategies of the falsely accused and their
‘significant others’.
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The strength of the falsely accused and
their relatives
What the wrongly accused and their relatives have to go
through does not bear thinking about. It must be
thought about though, and people who turn their backs
on those maintaining their innocence and carry on as if
prosecutors and juries have got it right, should be told.
Let’s get people’s experiences out there. I’ve been
physically sick and have wept on reading accounts of
what people have endured because they are mistakenly
assumed to be paedophiles. (What is done to them may
well be worse than what they are wrongly thought to
have done.)
I’ve also been very moved by the fortitude and
resourcefulness of people in getting on with their lives,
and holding themselves and their families together, in
the worst possible circumstances. What courage it takes
to go on enduring this; to stand by someone who has
been falsely accused; to be a prisoner maintaining
innocence when clearly this affects one’s chances of
getting parole; to make constructive use of time when in
prison; to summon the will to go on after an appeal has
failed. Again, the accounts of such bravery and
achievements should be out there. Let people know
about the wrongly convicted being treated inhumanely,
yet themselves remaining humane in their response to
others who may well be guilty of such gross crimes;
doing what they can to help others (such as becoming a
Listener; teaching literacy; converting books to Braille),
writing caring letters to their children and partners, and
– so important -‐ trying to keep fit and retain their sanity.
I’d like to think that in some respects, their ordeal
makes them stronger, perhaps even better people in
some respect. Or maybe they discover something
worthwhile that they would otherwise have missed, or
not appreciated; perhaps seeing things from a different
perspective, or squeezing more value from precious
moments. The first hand accounts I’ve read have had
some occasional Shawshank Redemption moments;
such as when Nik Greene (2011) in the depths of lonely,
frightening despair in a French prison and feeling
forsaken by all he knew, heard his wife’s familiar whistle
outside the prison walls.
The website of FACT already lists some relevant
literature including such first hand accounts. And there
are plans to collate more of such accounts if people
come forward to share them. They can be anonymised
of course. We all have something to learn from each
person who has been falsely accused and their families,
and we owe it to them to confront the nature of their
experiences, acknowledge their bravery and their
contributions to FACT and to others, and pay tribute to
them. Above all, we should continue supporting them
by strengthening the work of FACT.
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Chairman's Report to AGM ....
I begin my report by thanking both retiring and co-‐
opted members of the National Committee for their
support and hard work throughout the year. Thank you.
I am also very grateful to Ian for his and Margarethe’s
support throughout the year.... I would particularly like
to thank Ian, our treasurer, and Joy, both of whom are
stepping down this year. Ian has been treasurer since
2005. Joy as most of you will know has served on the
committee since, I think, 2003 and has been a real
champion of our cause. No one in FACT has worked so
hard or for so long, or with such generosity of spirit. She
will leave a big hole to fill.
I would also like to express my heartfelt thanks to the
membership and in particular to those of you present
today for your kind messages of support and sincere
thanks for all that I have done over the years. I would
not have been able to achieve what I have achieved, or
sustain the effort involved, without your support. It has
meant a lot to me. Thank you.
I now briefly want to touch on some of things that I
have been involved in on your behalf as Chairman
during the last 12 months. Last year I gave a
commitment to ensure that the concerns of those who
have been wrongly convicted were given more
prominence. I have tried to do this in committee
meetings, and in FACTion, and in the choice of our
speakers, particularly at the Spring conference, and
hope that this is recognised.
One of the criticisms that is sometimes made of present
day FACT is that we seem to have abandoned our
founding members by not taking cases to Court and
appealing points of law etc. I think it is important I
address this criticism now so that the new Committee
can better assess what, if anything, should be done
about it.
Whilst I can, and do, fully appreciate the anger and
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frustration of those who have been wrongly imprisoned,
particularly those who first became victims of police
trawls it is totally unreasonable to expect FACT to
succeed in overturning points of law and injustice in
individual cases when far more able men (and women)
with much greater clout and far more resources that we
could ever muster, have failed to do so. Furthermore
those who think we should do more fail to understand
that FACT does not have any right of audience in the
criminal courts, and that in the majority of cases
proposed the individuals are way out of time for
mounting appeals on points of law. This does not mean
that we should do nothing. We must of course continue
to campaign on their behalf but it does mean that we
cannot, in any circumstances, take up individual cases
or mount legal challenges on their behalf. I would also
make this plea...
To paraphrase John F Kennedy ask not what FACT can
do for you; ask what you can do for FACT. Ask not what
we will do for you, but what, together, we can do to
free mankind from injustice.
In terms of my own contribution what have we achieved
this year? I think five things stand out.
Firstly, I have provided on-‐going advice and support to
54 people and/or made representations on their behalf.
CRB issues remain the single most common reason for
contacting FACT. Very few of those now contacting us
are care home cases and/or subject to criminal charges.
Secondly, and as many of you will know, I have been a
standing member of a Home Office working party which
was set up to produce statutory guidance to chief police
officers concerning the provision of information on
enhanced criminal record certificates. The working
party has now completed its deliberations and new
guidance will come into force on 10th September 2012.
Whilst I had hoped the advice given would be more
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radical it is never the less pleasing to see FACT’s
influence contained within the guidance.
Thirdly, our submission to the Leveson Inquiry was
accepted. Regretfully we have not been able to publish
this on line but if any member wishes to know what we
said I would be please to let them know.
Fourthly, significant changes have been made to the
web site in preparation for making it more member
friendly.
Fifthly, I am pleased to say that it looks as though we
have been able to secure FACTs future. This is great
news and has involved a lot of additional work. I am
sorry we have had to do some nagging to bring about
this change but I am very encouraged by the results.
As many of you know I have decided to scale back my
FACT activities. Basically my reason for taking this
decision is because in February I will be 65 and I do not
wish my retirement to be defined by FACT business.
My own health has not been as good as I would like it
to be and my wife’s health continues to deteriorate. I
need to give family more time. My grand-‐children are
now at that inquisitive age and it’s already been
difficult having to bat questions about what I do!
As I said last year, I have been championing the cause
of the wrongly convicted and falsely accused for more
than twenty years, often at a quite intense level. Quite
honestly I need a break.
I have therefore decided not to submit myself to re-‐
election as Chairman. I will continue to be a member of
FACT and undertake certain tasks if the Committee
wish me to do so.

I have offered to continue being responsible for the
FACT website and possibly writing the occasional
submission to a Government body. I intend to scale
back on some of the more demanding tasks including
(with immediate effect) hosting the telephone help-‐
line. I shall however still be contactable through the
michael@factuk.org email address.
I have also given notice that I shall resign as editor of
FACTion at the end of this year. This will hopefully free
up sufficient time for me to lead the oral history
project which the Trust Fund have commissioned.
What I think is important right now is that we all get
behind the new Committee. We have some excellent
candidates. I hope that it will be possible not only to fill
the four vacancies but also co-‐opt some additional
members as well.
I am confident that the new committee will not only
want to maintain the progress that we have all made
but will also re-‐energise our campaign and make it
more relevant to present day needs. Inevitably there
will be a period of transition and there may be some
scaling back of activity as well as some changes. Above
I would ask all members to give them time to settle
into their new role. With your help and full support we
can continue to ensure that FACT remains a potent
force and punches well above its weight.
Chairman,
4th September 2012
Please note this is a slightly edited version of the Chairman's
report. Members wishing to see the full report should send an
email to michael@factuk.org

Summary of Accounts ....
Statements of income and expenditure were circulated to members. The accounts show a deficit of £1,603 after
allowing for the expenditure of £150 by FACT North West from the funds held on their behalf, which now stand at £467.
The deficit compares with a small surplus of £124 last year. Items of note are as follows:

• Within the Income categories, Donations are almost £1,000 less and Membership £500 less than the previous year. However,
Sponsorship of FACTION has increased by £600. Donations for Conference food has decreased by £565.
• Expenditure overall is marginally higher by just under £300. Travel has increased by £330, reflecting travel by committee
members representing FACT in London re CRBs, and attendance at Symposium at Bristol. Office requirements have increased by
£774 reflecting the purchase of a Lap Top computer for £480 on to which all FACT documentation is being copied, and also £333
for new Laser cartridges. The reduction in Publicity is due to the “Presumed Guilty” expenditure last year.

Other items are similar to last year except that £120 has been sent to FACT North Wales to assist with the Richard
Webster Memorial Lecture in October.
The decrease in Membership and Donations is disappointing and of concern. While funds held are almost £4,000, the
new committee will need to reflect on the situation in order that reserves do not fall to an unhealthy level.
The Treasurer also confirmed that the accounts have been audited.
September 2012
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National Secretary's Report to AGM ....
This is my first report and the year has been very

support.

enlightening and interesting and I must say a very steep

My personal view is that we need to focus on a small

learning curve for me. I would like to thank those of you
who have helped me throughout the year, in particular
Michael, whose knowledge and experience has assisted
me greatly in carrying out my duties. Also the rest of
the National committee for their support and
understanding when some issues may not have been
dealt with as effectively as they would have wished.
The National Committee held meetings in September
2010, January (the November meeting was delayed due
to snow) April and June 2011.
The main subjects discussed were our vision for the next
two years, the briefing document “Presumed Guilty”,
procedures for postal voting, and strategic issues.

number of issues and search for the experience and
skills within the membership in order to move the issues
forward. The issues which are becoming more
prevalent from the emails and correspondence received
are:
• CRB checks destroying peoples employment
prospects. This also includes procedures that
schools and health authorities carry out when
suspending employees accused of abuse. This
requires knowledge and experience in the CRB
system and employment law.
• Maintaining one’s innocence while in prison
presents considerable problems for the prisoner.

An EGM was held in May 2011 dealing with the changes

Despite the fact that prisoners maintaining their

required to the constitution to introduce postal votes.

innocence should not be denied privileges and

The resolution was carried unanimously.

parole, it appears it does happen.

Michael mentioned last year that he would like to see

Hence the need for resolution 2 to strengthen the

the helpline become more internet based. This has, I

National Committee and have co-‐opted members on the

feel, started to become the main focus of our support.

committee who can offer specific skills or experience or

The level of enquires has increased via the

who are prepared to develop their knowledge for a

‘sec@factuk.org’ email address during my period as

period to push through issues to their final conclusion.

secretary. However, a number of issues the committee

Of course there is still a need to help and support those

were trying to make progress on have faltered.

wrongly convicted in their fight for justice. False

This is not due to apathy or lethargy on the committee’s

allegations cause considerable distress and blight their

part, but rather a workload that is too great for the six

lives and livelihoods are destroyed. Therefore, I ask for

members to handle.

your support on the two resolutions put forward by the

Consider the work involved -‐ maintaining a website,

committee.

publishing FACTion, dealing with correspondence from

The encouraging news is that the number of members

members and new enquiries for advice and support

in prison is now just eight (8) on our list, down from

together with submissions to Government and other

about twenty (20) last year. However, there are now in

authorities.

excess of sixty (60) ex prisoners trying to clear their

Last year an appeal was made for members who may

names, this is also down from seventy (70) last year.

have particular skills which could be put to some

Additionally there are those who have sadly died to

effective use. A number did come forward but for

whom we are beholden to try and get justice for them.

various reasons (work commitments, family, and dealing

I thank you for attending today, and again for the help

with personal cases) this has not proved very fruitful.
Any member who feels they may be able to contribute
to FACT or have skills or knowledge that we could utilise

and encouragement I have received.
National Secretary,
September 2012

please let Michael or myself know, we would appreciate
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Legal Updates ....
October is traditionally the month for new legislation to be enacted and this year there have been several changes
which impact on the wrongly convicted and to the falsely accused.
what the legal services commission will pay for
Teachers Given Anonymity
representation and the full cost of the hearing.
On the 1st October The Education Act 2013 came into
The Legal Services Commission (LSC) will however
force. Section 13 amends the Education Act 2002 and
guarantee funding if your income is less than £12,475
provides teachers with automatic anonymity when they
p.a. or if you are on certain benefits. If your income is
are accused of misconduct amounting to a criminal
between £12,476 and £22,325 then you may or may not
offence.
get funding depending on a number of factors.
These safeguards only come into force if the teacher is
In the Crown Court defendants will also to have to pay
accused of a 'relevant criminal offence' and the the
a contribution toward their defence. If however your
allegation is made by, or on behalf of a registered pupil
income is over £22,325 then you get nothing in the
at the school. It appears that no such protection is
magistrates court and will have to pay a contribution of
provided in the case of historical allegations made by ex
up to £900 p/m toward your defence in the Crown
pupils. Under the changes no matter relating to the
Court.
teacher may be included in a publication (or broadcast)
if it is likely to lead members of the public to identify the
Solicitors Regulation Authority to
teacher accused. These restrictions however cease to
Review the Role and Conduct of
come into effect once proceedings for the offence have
Hillsborough Solicitors
been instituted.
The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) has announced
Sex Offenders Registration
that the role and conduct of solicitors involved in legal
Registered sex offenders in England and Wales have
proceedings following the 1989 Hillsborough disaster is
to be investigated.
been given the right to appeal against their continuing
registration providing 15 years have lapsed since they
were placed on the register.
The government has estimated that a maximum of
1,200 sex offenders will be eligible for a review each
year. These reviews will undertaken by individual police
forces.
In Scotland – where the government has already
amended laws to let those convicted seek a review after
15 years on the register – final decisions are taken by
the courts.
A consultation on changing the law has taken place in
Northern Ireland but proposals have not yet been put
forward.

Drastic changes to payment of defence
costs in criminal cases
On 1st October new rules came into force concerning
the payment of defence costs.
Individuals (and Companies) falsely accused of crime
may now have to pay for their own defence costs.
Defendants in the magistrates court will only be able to
recover costs at the same rate as legal aid payments.
This means defendants who are not eligible for legal aid
will have to pay a substantial amount of money in order
to defend themselves -‐ i.e. the difference between
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The SRA have taken this decision following publication
of the independent report into the Hillsborough
Tragedy , ‘which identified serious concerns’ regarding
the role of solicitors.

Changes to Disclosure and Barring
Service
Following the introduction of the the Protection of
Freedoms Act the Government have announced that as
part of its drive to scale back the criminal records and
barring system to more proportionate levels, changes
have been made. The Act was passed on the 9th May
2012 and the relevant regulations came into force on
the 1st October.
It is expected that over time approximately 4 million
people will no longer require safeguarding checks by the
Disclosure and Barring Service (previously the ISA),
although they will still require CRBs.
Key changes involve:

• a new definition of regulated activity
• the abolition of controlled activities criteria
• imposition of a minimum age (16) at which
someone can apply for a CRB check.
• more rigorous ‘relevancy’ test for when the police
release information held locally on an enhanced
CRB check.
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New Statutory Guidance Issued to
Chief Police Officers concerning
Enhanced CRB's
Following a review of the criminal records regime the
Government’s Independent Advisor for Criminality
Information Management, Mrs Sunita Mason called for
more consistency in disclosing police information within
the criminal records process. She recommended a
statutory code of practice for police to use when
deciding what information to disclose. The Government
accepted this recommendation and new guidance has
been issued under section 113B(4A) of the Police Act
1997.
The guidance is set out in the context of eight key
principles. These are:-‐

3.

sufficiently credible

It remains to be seen what impact this guidance will
have on police practice but early indications suggest that
the police are approaching their responsibilities in this
respect with greater flexibility than in the past.

Stop Press
According to a report quoted in the Times (12th
Oct) 370 out of 770 sex offenders in Wakefield top
security prison are in denial about their crimes.
Nick Hardwick, Chief Inspector of Prisons, warns
that the offenders’ refusal is having a negative
effect on work with other inmates and said there

Principle 1 – There should be no presumption
either in favour of or against providing a specific
item or category of information

were no programmes available to tackle the

Principle 2 – Information must only be provided if
the chief officer reasonably believes it to be
relevant for the prescribed purpose

He went on to say that the prison service should

Principle 3 – Information should only be provided
if, in the chief officer’s opinion, it ought to be
included in the certificate

at Wakefield.

Principle 4 – The chief officer should consider
whether the applicant should be afforded the
opportunity to make representations

their offence, particularly those with sexual

Principle 5 – There should be a sufficient and
clear audit trail to record the decision making
process and support quality control

It is not known whether or not the Prison Service

behaviour and attitudes of men in denial and little
effective work was done with them.
consider whether it was right to hold such a large
number of sex offenders who denied their crimes,
An official said “It is not unusual or surprising that
prisoners serving long sentences deny or minimise
offences who may deny their guilt due to shame or
fears about status and family support.”
acknowledge that some of the men in denial are
indeed innocent.

Principle 6 – Decisions should be made in a timely
manner
Principle 7 – Information for inclusion should be
provided in a meaningful and consistent manner,
with the reasons for disclosure clearly set out
Principle 8 – Any delegation of the chief officer’s
responsibilities should be appropriate and fully
documented
The guidance emphasises that a Chief Officer should
only release information if he/she reasonably believes it
to be relevant and that it ought to be included in the
certificate. Previously Chief Officers could release
information if they thought it might be relevant, or
might turn out to be relevant.
To meet the test of relevance Chief Officer must apply
three conditions. The information must be:

1. sufficiently serious
2.

sufficiently current
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Report exposes the immorality
of compensation culture ....
In their new report,
The Social Cost of
Litigation, Frank
Furedi and Jennie
Bristow argue that it
is not so much the
existence of the
unscrupulous no-‐win,
no-‐fee lawyers that
drives the
compensation frenzy.
Rather, they say, it is
the fact that a culture
of litigation and
litigation-‐avoidance is
now considered a perfectly normal part of social life.
Informal relationships based upon trust, such as those
between doctor and patient, have been supplanted by
formal relationships founded upon mutual suspicion.
Furedi says he is not so worried about the lawyers who
flourish in this culture -‐ they are easy targets. The more
worrying thing is the normalised and institutionalised
aspect of it. Which is why the report focuses on the
social costs rather than the financial costs.
Nowhere are these social costs more apparent than in
the public sector, where, in both healthcare and
education, avoiding lawsuits has become routine. It is
no longer exceptional for a doctor or a teacher to be
concerned that their behaviour or one of their decisions
might end up subject to a legal complaint; rather, such
recourse is almost expected these days. Likewise, so-‐
called service users, be they pupils’ parents or hospital
patients, are encouraged to see themselves as potential
complainants, to view themselves as consumers with a
right to take the legal route if they feel like it.
Furedi says, "This is a socially deleterious situation,
Relations between people are mediated by rules,
procedures and the law, which in turn has the effect of
fuelling mistrust and suspicion".
He continues that because of that, the relationship
between public-‐sector professionals and the users of
the services becomes diminished ... Indeed, the
tendency for public-‐sector workers to think principally
about covering their backs, rather than fulfilling their
public-‐service vocation, prompts some tragic-‐comic
anecdotes. In the words of primary-‐school head teacher
Paul, interviewed in Furedi and Bristow’s report, ‘when
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there is an accident at school, the first concern is
“lawsuit” – it used to be the child’. Elsewhere, the
report tells us the story of Lorraine, an auxiliary nurse.
Currently off work after injuring her back catching an
elderly patient as he fell off the toilet, her managers
have been far from sympathetic. Quite the opposite:
they are angry that she violated litigation-‐avoidance
rules. ‘They say you shouldn’t catch patients’, said
Lorraine. ‘But what are you supposed to do -‐ let them
fall on the ground?’
This is one of the main social costs of institutionalising
litigation-‐avoidance: the destruction of professional
autonomy. Professionals no longer work according to
their judgement, deciding how best to meet the needs
of patients or pupils as situations present themselves.
Instead, as Furedi explains, ‘they have to continually
worry about whether their decision will lead to
complaints, will the complaints lead to lawyers’
involvement, and will that lead to big claims. In that
way, professional judgement becomes compromised
and is replaced by a box-‐ticking culture.’
The prevalence of a box-‐ticking culture, itself a partial
product of the institutionalisation of litigation-‐
avoidance, is one of the main sources of that most
common of complaints among doctors, nurses and
teachers: a huge increase in paperwork. As Furedi and
Bristow argue in relation to healthcare, the rise in the
volume of record-‐keeping is driven less by clinical need
than by the institutional demand to keep records. And
why do healthcare bodies insist on such records?
Because, as one GP put it to Furedi and Bristow, they
need documentation that ‘will stand up in court’.
‘As a newer generation of doctors comes through, for
whom completing detailed records is par for the
course’, the report says, ‘this time-‐consuming litigation-‐
avoidance practice becomes institutionalised’. Some
doctors are understandably uncomfortable with the
prominence now accorded to form-‐filling and record-‐
keeping. ‘Seeing patients has become one tenth of my
job’, says one report contributor, ‘[and yet] that’s why I
became a doctor in the first place’.
The determination to avoid risk among health
practitioners doesn’t simply result in endless back-‐
covering paperwork. It can also result in a reluctance to
take action, an overzealous aversion to intervention.
The report quotes one patient who was seeking oral
contraception: ‘I’ve got really good blood pressure for a
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fat chick. But the family-‐planning clinic still won’t
prescribe me the pill – they just refuse to believe the
blood-‐pressure reading.’

postcode lottery. This is even worse because resources
are distributed according to whether you have a good
lawyer or a bad one.’

What is clear is that this situation, where the
performance of a profession is institutionally inhibited,
is not simply the product of avaricious, claims-‐seeking
lawyers. Rather, the culture of litigation has fed off
successive governments’ promotion of consumer rights
in relation to public services. Hence the ubiquitous
comment-‐and-‐complaint forms in hospital foyers. As
Furedi tells me: ‘Ever since the early 1980s, there has
been this fantasy about holding the public sector to
account, [this idea] that claiming is a positive virtue. Yet
in fact, all that it does is disorganise the service,
encouraging dishonesty and litigation-‐avoidance.’

‘It is also immoral’, concludes Furedi. ‘I think there has
to be a different way of holding people to account.’
This is an edited version of an article by Tim Black which
first appeared on Spiked On-‐line
http://www.spiked-‐online.com/site/article/12855/
The Social Cost of Litigation, by Frank Furedi and Jennie
Bristow is published by the Centre for Policy Studies.

In case you missed it!
The Christmas Vigil

Where healthcare has gone, education looks set to
follow. State schools already pay a service-‐level
agreement in return for legal support for litigation
claims, and law firms are currently hawking their wares
to new academy schools. When there is a constant
threat of legal action -‐ for example if a child does badly
in exams -‐ one can expect teachers to refrain from
taking risks in their approach to education.

will take place
in Birmingham
on
Saturday

In conversation, Furedi is steadfast: ‘There shouldn’t be
compensation claims for financial reward in the public
sector. It is a completely irrational process because who
pays for it? It is not the nurse or the teacher or the
doctor who is found liable. No, it’s the taxpayer, the
public purse – that is what pays for it. It leads to an
irrational use of resources. People talk about the

1st December
Please let Joy know if you are coming
so she can cater for everyone

Chris Saltrese Solicitors
mail@chrissaltrese.co.uk

01704 535 512

www.chrissaltrese.co.uk

Chris Saltrese Solicitors is a law firm providing a premium service in representing clients accused of
sexual offences and domestic violence, in criminal proceedings.
We have unrivalled expertise in these areas, both regionally and nationally.
Many of our clients face allegations as a result of:-‐
•

domestic or relationship disputes

•

contact disputes

•

mental health problems

•

financial incentives

and have no prior experience of the criminal justice system. Often these allegations involve
uncorroborated, historic allegations.
In this complex arena specialist legal advice and representation is vital especially as recent changes of
law, designed to convict genuine offenders, also put the innocent at greater risk of injustice
We particularly welcome carers, teachers, health care professionals who have been accused of abuse
and are likely to be subject to a criminal investigation.
Where allegations have been made we would be happy to advise, whether or not criminal investigations
are under way
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News Round Up .....
Mother jailed for falsely reporting her
daughter had been abducted
A mother of four has been jailed for six months for
falsely reporting her daughter had been abducted from
her backyard.
The bogus account of how her two-‐year-‐old child was
snatched from her home in Blackpool, Lancashire, led to
a 13-‐day police manhunt and the arrest of two innocent
men.
The mother, aged 24, wailed as she was led from the
dock at Preston Crown Court after Judge Pamela Badley
said it was her public duty to jail her. Sentencing, the
judge told Wiles: “You made a wholly false complaint to
the police which was persistent, having made three
statements in a graphic and moving account which
caused an intensive police inquiry – leading to the arrest
of two wholly innocent men.
(The Independent)

University of Bristol Innocence Project
(UoBIP) secure referral to SCCRC
The Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (SCCRC)
has referred the conviction of Wullie Beck back to the
Scottish High Court.
The conviction is not yet quashed but this is an
important milestone in his quest for justice for himself
and his family.
Wullie Beck was convicted of armed robbery more than
30 years ago.
The University of Bristol Innocence Project (UoBIP) took
on his case after the SCCRC issued a provisional decision
not to refer his case in his 3rd application.
(BBC)

Convicted Criminals to Pay More
Towards Supporting Victims of their
Crimes
All convicted criminals are to pay towards supporting
victims of crime, under new rules that come into force
on Monday [1st October 2012], justice minister Helen
Grant announced today.
Currently a victim surcharge of £15 is paid by offenders
who are fined on conviction. Under the new scheme, all
convicted defendants, including those who are sent to
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prison, will have to pay a victim surcharge, that will
increase the amount raised a year from around £10m to
£50m.
Adults convicted of an offence committed on or after 1
October will have to pay 10% of any fine, up to a
maximum of £120. Offenders given a conditional
discharge will pay £15 and those given a community will
have to pay £60.
Anyone given a custodial sentence has to contribute
£80, £100 or £120 depending on length of sentence. The
surcharge will not apply to any fixed-‐penalty notices,
such those for motoring offences.
(Law Society Gazette)

General Social Care Council transferred
and renamed
The Government have published new regulations for
the transfer of the General Social Care Council’s powers
and responsibilities to the Health Professions Council,
which is renamed the Health and Care Professions
Council (HCPC), which will regulate social workers in
England. Different arrangement apply in Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
(Government Website)

Court of Appeal Orders Accusers
Identity to be Revealed
The Court of Appeal has ordered the disclosure of the
identity and records of the substance of sexual abuse
allegations made against a parent by an anonymous
third party in contact proceedings
(UK Human Rights Blog)

Deputy Head Teacher Cleared
A deputy headteacher who was accused of restraining
the boy by his wrists and then slapping him across the
face has been cleared of assault.
The incident, in March, was witnessed by another
teacher at the Lancashire primary school.
The accused told Blackburn magistrates the pupil was
often unruly and slammed his head into his hand during
a hysterical outburst adding that he was probably the
worst behaved pupil he had taught in more than 40
years.
(BBC)
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Tougher Checks for Those on the SOR

3.

Registered sex offenders will face much tougher checks.
The changes, which the government announced earlier
this year (5 March) following a 12 week consultation,
will make it mandatory for sex offenders to notify the
police:

the procedures themselves were not adequate
leading to no records maintained by the technicians
and nothing done to mark used trays as such.

4.

these errors [made] were compounded by the
failure at LGC to consider the possibility of
contamination despite concerns expressed by the
investigating officer about the reliability of the DNA
profile.

•

of all foreign travel, including travel outside the
UK for one day

•

weekly where they can be found when they
have no fixed abode

•

where they reside or stay for at least 12 hours
with a child under the age of 18

•

of certain information in relation to their
passports or other identity documents, bank
accounts and credit and debit cards

(Home Office Press Release)

Forensic Registrar Reports on DNA
Error
The Forensic Regulator has reported on the
circumstances of a complaint received from the Greater
Manchester Police on 7 March 2012 regarding DNA
evidence provided by LGC Forensics.
The report concludes:
1.

2.

that a man was the innocent victim of avoidable
contamination from an unrelated case that did
contain his DNA.
the contamination was the result of human error by
a technician who failed to follow basic procedures
for the disposal of plastic trays used as part of a
validated DNA extraction process.

(Home Office)

Jersey Compensation Terms Revealed
Up to £60,000 compensation is to be made available per
person for the most serious cases of abuse for those in
care in Jersey.
To be eligible under the historical abuse redress scheme
people will have to have been resident in a Jersey care
home between 9 May 1945 and 31 December 1994 and
suffered ‘sexual or unlawful physical abuse’.
(This is Jersey)

The Independent Police Complaints
Commission to Inquire into Police
Conduct at Hillsborough
The IPCC has announced that it will hold a full-‐scale
investigation into how the police behaved at the
Hillsborough disaster.
The Commission has no powers to issue misconduct
proceedings against former police officers and is not
expected to report before April 2013
(IPCC)
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•

We provide a range of legal services and also specialise in criminal defence work

•

We have developed a reputation for excellence throughout Cardiff and the surrounding area

•

We offer personal attention with a professional, friendly, reliable and efficient service and
competitive rates

•

We provide high quality legal services which you can rely on

•

We are trusted for our high standards of advocacy, knowledge and expertise.

Clarke and Hartland have successfully defended cases where allegations
have been made against carers, teachers, and other professionals
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I've been falsely accused, help ....
First Steps
1.

Always treat seriously any allegation of abuse,
(especially a sexual allegation) no matter how
insignificant it may appear, and whether or not it
has been reported to your employer and/or police.

2.

Write down details of the allegation made as soon
as you become aware of it irrespective whether it
was made to you, or to a third party. Include who,
how, when, where, the circumstances and details of
the allegation as far as you know them.

3.

As soon as you can, prepare a timeline and detailed
background statement. This is helpful in the event
of any future official complaint. Include your
connection with/relationship to, the complainant,
and identify where the complainant fits into your
family/occupational history. Identify:
• any reason or a motive for making a false
allegation
• any potential witnesses who may be able to
speak of your good character AND the
complainant’s character and their relationship
with you etc.
• key events concerning yourself and your
accuser.

Legal Representation
4.

Locate a solicitor who has a proven track record for
handling abuse/sexual allegations. Don’t take his/
her word as to their experience as a guarantee of
his/her expertise in the field but look on the
solicitor's website or ask for to see a company
prospectus naming cases that he/she has
conducted. (Don’t expect to see 100% acquittal
rate, no matter how skilled your defence team, no-‐
one can guarantee an acquittal.)
Don't forget to ask for a copy of the likely scale of
charges used by the solicitor.
Give the solicitor your case timeline and
background statement. This way, if a complaint
goes further your solicitor will be primed and have
knowledge of your case and will be ready to advise.

5.

aware of the legal consequences of not answering
police questions. Ensure, you receive legal advice
on this aspect before the interview.

Don't fall into the trap of believing that you will not
require the services of a solicitor as you have done
nothing wrong and things will soon blow over after
the police have listened to what you have to say.
Whatever the circumstances it is always advisable
to have a solicitor with you.

6. You should discuss a possible interview strategy
with your solicitor before any police interview. Be
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Decide whether or not to ...
• give a ‘no comment’ interview
• submit a pre-‐prepared statement
• answer the questions asked of you in the usual
manner
Which course to take will depend upon the
circumstances in each case. Generally speaking
where the accused is a person of previous good
character with no prior criminal convictions, then
provided:
(i) there has been appropriate pre-‐interview
disclosure to inform you sufficiently of the
complaint and
(ii) provided you are medically fit to answer,
it is preferable to have on record a denial from the
outset and an open, genuine, defence response.

At the Police Station
7.

If you are interviewed/arrested without notice
insist on legal representation (this is normally
provided free of charge). If you are interviewed/
arrested with notice make sure you have already
identified a competent solicitor who is able to
attend your interview at the police station.
Always stay calm in interview. Listen to questions
and take care with answers. If, because of the
historical nature of the allegations your memory is
unclear, then say so in the interview.
Do not feel obliged to provide firm answers to
exploratory questions by the police interviewer that
seek to probe unrelated family history, events and/
or relationships.
If you can’t remember details, then say so. Don’t
guess answers.

8. Inform your solicitor and police of any known
health issues or psychological/psychiatric/learning
difficulties that either you or the complainant suffer
from.
Let the solicitor determine if these conditions are
relevant or not to the conduct of your defence. It is
important that your solicitor has all the information
he/she requires about you and the complainant as
soon as possible. These issues are of paramount
importance. They may be critical to the interview or
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preparation of your future defence. Equally, your
health or other issues may affect how you give your
evidence, or how the jury should be directed to
approach it.

Help Yourself
9.

Be pro-‐active. Don’t sit back and let things happen
or bury your head in the sand. Assist yourself by
assisting your solicitor. Limited funding constraints
mean that solicitors do not have an infinite amount
of time to spend on your case. Obtain a copy of the
prosecution case, (you are entitled to this) and
make line-‐by-‐line comments for your solicitor who
will in turn send these to counsel. Write objective
comment and factual observations rather then
repeating how awful you feel or how stupid the
accusations are. Discuss with your legal team if an
expert report is required well in advance of any
trial.

10. Identify the counsel whom your solicitor wishes to
use as soon as possible. Ensure you meet your
barrister/advocate well before any trial.
Make sure you understand and agree how the
advocate intends to present your defence well
before trial starts, which witnesses will be called,
what evidence will be relied on and how he/she
intends to cross examine ‘the complainant’.

and said we should continue to fight for justice for the
falsely accused in honour of Richard and his work.
The next speaker was Roger Scotford (Consultant to
British False Memory Society). He told us about his
involvement with Richard and of his (Richard's) support
to the BFMS.
We then heard a very harrowing tale from a BFMS
member concerning his sister Carol Myers (nee
Felstead) who died in tragic circumstances following
intensive recovered memory therapy, and who her
family believe was illegally cremated. There is a detailed
account of Carol's case on ...
http://www.justiceforcarol.com and also in the October
edition of the BFMS newsletter which is available on line
on the BFMS web site.
The next speaker was Mark Newby (solicitor advocate)
who spoke at length of the difficulties to get justice for
the falsely accused and of the number of prisoners still
in jail and maintaining their innocence, as well as the
number who have served their sentences and are
unable to get justice.
He also spoke of those people who have succeeded in
having their sentences quashed but are still not able to
return to the work they did because of their "records".

This guide is based partly on an article on the FACT
website and partly on an article which appears in the
BFMS newsletter (October 2012) to whom we give full
acknowledgement.

Our last speaker was unable to attend in person but sent

The Richard Webster Memorial Lecture

The lecture was summed up by Gwen Hurst (FACT North

The Richard Webster Memorial Lecture was held at
Glyndwr University in Wrexham on Saturday 13th
October, 2O12.
The lecture was well attended and ably chaired by
George Jensen on behalf of FACT North Wales. A warm
welcome was extended to those present and in
particular to Richard's sister and also to a neighbour of
Richard's.
There were various speakers, the first of whom was
Claire Curtis-‐Thomas who started with a brief resume of
Richard's life and how he became involved with FACT.
After hearing of the allegations against staff in North
Wales Children's Homes he made it his work to look into
the reports and spent nine years researching the
allegations, culminating in his book "The Secret of Bryn
Estyn -‐ the making of a modern witch hunt". Claire
(formerly MP for Crosby) is a great admirer of Richard
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in a lengthy article and in-‐depth address which was
read out by George Jensen on his behalf.
Wales) who thanked George and all the speakers for
their input and everybody for attending. Thanks to
Roger, Sue, Bob, Ffreda, John R., Pat, John H., Gwen,
Wally, Derek, Brenda and Gill for making this event
possible and for all their hard work.
Richard Webster was a distinguished cultural historian
and fearless campaigning author.
In 2005 he wrote the Secret of Bryn Estyn -‐ the making
of a modern witch hunt. In it he undertook a critical
review of the lengthy investigations into suspected
abuse in care homes in north Wales in which he argued
that abuse scandals might be phenomena conjured from
an atmosphere of public hysteria, fuelled by credulous
journalists and validated by inefficient police
investigative techniques.
The real secret of Bryn Estyn, he concluded, was that
there was no secret at all; it was just an ordinary
community home where staff did their best to look after
difficult adolescents.
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5

Hundreds of recollections recorded by officers

undertaken by eminent lawyers, have found it

were subject to vetting by solicitors, and that

acceptable to produce a report without examining in

Treasury Solicitors were aware that these

detail the specific allegations made to them. The

alterations had been made to police officer's

complainant's word is simply taken at face value.

recollections prior to them being turned into

What these events suggest is that the Police culture is

formal statements.
6

The alterations went beyond grammatical

complained of, and to presume innocence when they

clarification or the deletion of redundant or

are complained about. This is simply not good enough.

inappropriate language and jargon and led to

What we need is a root and branch reform of the

significant alterations being made which changed

statement taking process. For them, taking a

the meaning or balance of statements. These

statement is essentially about managing a

included 41 statements in which alterations

conversation. This is why FACT has, in the past,

downplayed or removed criticisms of senior

campaigned for all statements to be video recorded.

officers and of the police response to the disaster.

We should perhaps not be surprised that the police

These commonly included any indication or
impression that senior officers had lost control of
events, or that they were ill-‐equipped to respond
to the unfolding tragedy.
7

8

essentially to presume guilt when others are

want to exercise full control over statements they
have made. Neither should we be surprised that an
accused person may want their own lawyers to see,
and comment on, draft statements which they (the

The Authorities attempted to create a completely

accused person) has drawn up. We would want this for

unjust account of events and manipulated the

ourselves.

Press to blame the fans for what happened.

What is not acceptable, as seems to have happened in

From the outset a senior police officer gave an

the aftermath of the Hillsborough tragedy, is for

untruthful account of what had happened and

lawyers to change the meaning of a client's or agency's

blamed the victims for the tragedy and these

draft statements, and to add bias to otherwise credible

untruthful remarks were bolstered by comments

and honest reports.

made by the Police Federation and quoted by

We very much hope the Solicitors Regulation Authority

some of the Press.

will look into this practice and issue unambiguous

These profoundly shocking findings bring the police

guidance on this matter.

nationally into disrepute. Can we ever trust them

We have seen the best in police officers this month,

again? Given the excellence of the Independent
Panel's findings, paradoxically it raises questions about
the efficacy of Lord Justice Taylor's Judicial Report and
similar statutory inquiries.
In years gone by we have reported on FACT members'
criticism of abuse inquiries such as the 'Waterhouse
Inquiry', which many complained was only interested
in hearing one side of the story, and prevented the
accused from producing evidence in their defence.
Similarly other inquiries into alleged abuse, some

Falsely Accused
Carers and Teachers

acting bravely and in the public interest. No doubt
many who attended Hillsborough on that fateful day
acted in the same way.
But, in the aftermath, we have also seen the worse of
institutional police practice; police officers, including
senior officers, collectively acting with self interest,
manipulating the Press, and not always being truthful.
They have let themselves, the police service and us
down.
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